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1 - Ray's first pokemon

Ray: Pokemon master in training

In viridian city a boy named Ray had just turned 10 and he needed to get a pokemon. He had tried
before but the pokemon he tried to catch either tackled bit scratched pecked or stung him. After so many
failed attempts his mom asked Ray's older brother Jake to help him. "Uhh..... I got a date."Jake said.
"You do,"Ray interrupted, "You mean the same girl that broke up with you 3 weeks ago.". After forcing
(and by that I mean locking them out of the house) Ray and Jake went into viridian forest to find a
pokemon for him to catch. They searched all around and found a few pokemon. A weedle but when Ray
tried to catch it, it used string shot on him. Then they found a pikachu but it got away after shocking
them. "You are a pokemon jynx," Jake started, "You couldn't catch a pokemon that jumped out at you
with a sign that says "catch me please"!"

Just when they are about to give up a nidoran male ran past them, then a swarm of beedrill flew past
them chasing the nidoran. "I think they're trying to hurt him we need to help the little guy."Ray was telling
Jake "Yeah that's what kind people like you do, but smart people like me tend to run"Jake told him "If
you don't help me" Ray started to threaten "I'll tell mom what happened when you let Elise in your room"
"O.k. o.k I'll help come on" After searching the whole forest they found the nidoran. Thinking quickly Ray
started throwing rocks at the beedrill then when the beedrill turned around Ray put the rest of the rocks
in Jake's hands. "Distract them" he said while running towards the injured nidoran. The beedrills' eyes
turned red as they looked angrily Jake who was looking scared as he said " Oh crap...". The beedrill all
charged at they're target at once, while screaming like a 4-year old girl Jake started running.

Ray found the beaten nidoran and picked him up "Don't worry I'll get you out of here"he said. But then
they heard a something and it sounded like it was coming closer. "Is a little girl comin'" he said. Jake ran
past Ray and the nidoran then when they turned they're heads they saw a swarm of beedrill a pikachu
and a flock a angry pidgey heading towards them. In less than a second they took off running. While
running away they caught up with Jake. "WHAT'D YOU DO!!" Ray screamed "Well while running from
the beedrill I stepped on a pikachu's tail then while running from the pikachu I noticed something on my
shoe, turns out I stepped in a pidgey's nest. "Real smart!"Ray commented, They had finally made it out
af viridian forest and took the nidoran to a pokemon center. While nidoran was in the recovery room
Jake started talk to nurse Joy "So Joy check these muscles out" As Ray walked towards the vending
machine he whispered to nurse joy "Just ignore him he likes to stick socks in his sleeves and call them
muscles" "I ONLY DID THAT ONCE YOU LITTLE PUNK!" As they walked home nidoran started
following Ray. "I think he likes me" "Well why don't you keep it then" Jake said "Not a half-bad idea, so
how about it little buddy you want to stay with me" Nidoran agreed happily and had his very first



pokemon. Then they something, it was the beedrill, pikachu, and pidgey coming for revenge. Ray ran
inside his house and locked the door. Jake was still outside beating on the door."Ray let me, they're
comin' closer RAY HELP!" "AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!"

THE END



2 - Leaving home

After what happened in viridian forest the other day Ray decided that he would leave home to enter the
pokemon league with his nidoran he rescued from beedrill. When they left home Jake decided to go with
them. Aww.. did you hear that nidoran, Ray said he'd miss me, nidoran started to laugh. No Jake said.
There're alot of girls out there I'm not gonna find the right one sittin' on the couch. Whatever brother
dear. Ray giggled If you don't shut up I gonna brother dear you right upside your head! Jake threatend.
They had arrived in viridian forest and Ray thought he might need to catch some more pokemon. Further
into the forest they saw two adults and a girl. Give me my pokemon back! the girl shouted No can do
said one the adults obviously male who's voice sounded like a frog. You shouldn't have got into our
buisness brat the other adult said who's voice sounded female.

Somethin' wrong ray asked as he approached the three. They stole my pokemon. the girl yelled. And
they would be? Jake asked The two laughed. "To infect the world with devastation. To destroy the
people within our nation To denounce the beauty of truth and love To extend our reach to the stars
above Cassidy and Butch! Team rocket circles the earth day and night surrender now or you'll surely
lose the fight. Ray and Jake stood there then. HA HA for a second I thought you were serious Ray
laughed. Yeah HA what are ya' circus people!? Jake agreed. What? you think this is a joke Mankey low
kick! mankey came out of the pokeball and low kicked Jake in the face. Guess they weren't kidding
nidoran go! You can hit Ray or nidoran but hit me in the face you will die go! and in a flash of light Jake's
pokemon was revealed to be a spearow. Rattata go! Butch yelled Spearow peck! Jake commanded
spearow started hitting mankey with its sharp beak. Nidoran double kick! in an instant rattata was being
bashed by double kick. Cubone bonemerang! out of nowhere a cubone threw a bone and first it hit
rattata then mankey got hit by by the bone and it returned back to cubone's hand. Mankey and rattata
lay on the ground knocked out you may have won this time but we'll meet again. Butch threw a tiny
green ball on the ground and a cloud of smoke exploded out of it. Wow...Jake said, I never saw clowns
go bad before. Ray picked the lock and opened the cage the pokemon came out and thanked Ray by
giving him a punch in the stomach.

Well I guess you like me Ray weakly said. El el elekid the pokemon responded happily. Well you wanna
come along with us? Ray asked. Ele! Ele! Well looks like I got a new pokemon. You're headin' to pewter
city the girl who introduced herself as Roxy asked them. Yeah I'm gonna challenge the pewter city gym
leader to a match. Well I know my way around the forest I'll take you to pewter city. So now with a new
companion they'll make their way to pewter city.





3 - Gym Match

Gym Battle: Ray vs. Flint

part I

After a little bit of walking Ray, nidoran, Jake and Roxy arrived in pewter city. I wonder what kind of
pokemon the gym leader has Ray said.

He trains rock type pokemon Roxy replied, they have a good defensive powers so its hard for pokemon
to use physical attacks on them. You know alot about the gym leader Jake said. Of course I do he's my
dad. Roxy responded. What!? Ray asked. He's my father. Roxy repeated. The old gym leader used to
be my older brother Brock but the he left and so my dad's been the leader ever since. Ray took nidoran
and elekid to the pokemon center to get them healed after they were rested Ray took the to the gym.

Inside the gym an guy was standing next to Roxy waiting for Ray. Daddy, this is the guy I told you about,
Roxy told him. So your the one who protected my little girl the leader said. Ray this is my dad Flint. Haha
Flint Jake said to himself. That's a stupid name flint. Flint I challenge to a match! Ray said. Fine I accept
2 on 2 no time limit I choose you! out of Flint's pokeball game a big gray rock pokemon graveler. Ray
pulled out his pokeball Go elekid! Ele Ele! Graveler rock throw! Grav! Grav! graveler said as it hurled
rocks at elekid. Elekid dodged the rocks Thunderpunch! Elekid drew back its fist and hit graveler directly
in the face. Graveler stood there as elekid looked at its fist then elekid started crying out in pain. You
know that was the smartest thing you could ever do. Jake sarcastically said. Rollout graveler curled up
into a ball and started rollimg towards elekid. Come on think Ray think he thought to himself elekid jump!
elekid jumped up and graveler turn towards a rock and used that to catapult itself into the air and struck
elekid and it hit the ground and graveler landed on the ground Now finish it up with earthquake! Graveler
jumped into the air and slammed full force and a band of light started coming to elekid. Jump! Elekid
jumped onto a rock Now thunderbolt elekid zapped graveler as hard as it could but it didn't work. Even
though you know this I'm just gonna say electric attacks can't hurt ground type Jake told him use some
strategy why don't ya'! Rollout! Flint called. graveler started rolling towards elekid again.

Dizzy punch! Elekid swung at gravler and it made graveler spin. Graveler became confused and it
started to stumble around everywhere. Thunderpunch! Elekid hit graveler with all its might and graveler
was knocked on the ground. Return. Flint told his graveler. Now time for you to meet my strongest
pokemon!!!



4 - Gym Battle part II

Gym Battle: Ray vs. Flint

part II

Now time for you to meet my strongest pokemon Flint said, Go!! Out of the pokeball came a Marowak.
Bonemerang!! Flint commanded and marowak flung its bone at nidoran, it jumped over the bone and
then ducked as it returned to marowak's hand. Again!! Flint shouted Marowak threw it again but with a
greater force nidoran tried to jump over it but the bone hit nidoran's hind leg and it fell to the ground.
Now bone club!! then marowak moved in and started hitting nidoran.

You should give up. Flint advised it's not in a fighting condition. We'll never give up. Ray said, Nidoran!
poison sting! nidoran struggled to its feet and ran at marowak. Fine have it your way. Flint said, Jump!!
marowak ascended into the air. Now crushing bonemerang!!! Marowak was about to slung its bone as
hard as possible. Nidoran dodge! Ray commanded. Then an explosion happened. We're back and we've
come for revenge! It was team rocket. How dare you! Marowak Redirect!! Flint yelled and marowak
turned around and used bonemerang on them! Calm down Butch said as he threw a ball that turned into
a cage and caught marowak. Casady saw nidoran on the ground in pain. Well now time for a little
payback She said as she threw a bomb at nidoran. Where did these psychos get bombs from!? Jake
said. Nidoran run! nidoran got up and started to limp away. the bomb missed but they had more bombs
in stock.

Bomb's away! Butch said as he hurled a bomb at nidoran. nidoran barley avoided that one. Double time!
They said as they both threw bombs at nidoran. Nidoran run! Ray yelled. But this time nidoran didn't run
it just stared with intense eyes. The bombs exploded and a thick cloud of dust appeared. Nidoran! Ray
said. Is he all right? Roxy asked. He can't be Jake said. Just then something jumped out of the smoke
and landed in front of Ray.

Nidoran? Ray said amazed. it turned around and said "Rino!" Nidoran evolved into nidorino Roxy said.
Nidorino! Ray said Awesome! Nidorino take down. Nidorino charged at them as fast as it could toward
team rocket. Nidorino's take down attack had a crushing on team rocket causing them to fly in the air.
Now Ray commanded Body Slam! Nidorino jumped above Cassidy and Butch and smashed them into



the ground. You're gonna get it now shrimp! Cassidy said. As soon as we can move! Butch called out.
Turns out Nidorino's body slam temporarily paralyzed them. Good job kid! Flint said. I'll alert the
authorities. A while later officer Jenny came. These guys will be locked away for a long time. Officer
Jenny said. Is everyone alright. I think that last bomb broke my neck. Jake said. I can't move it! But
those bombs never hit you. Roxy said. Shut up! Jake said I think I need to sue them for my pain. Well
we'll work the charges out at the station. Jenny said. I just need to take these guys away. Jenny bent
over to haul team rocket off and Jake's head turned in the blink of an eye. I thought your neck was
broken. Ray said. Well....I uh......dang it. Jake said.

After Cassidy and Butch were gone. Ray and Flint decided to finish their match. Ready? Flint said You
bet! Ray called out. Nidorino horn attack! Nidorino charged at Marowak with a great speed. Marowak!
Dodge and use Bone Rush! Flint called out. Marowak used a 5 strike bone rush. One after another the
bones kept hitting. Nindorino took in the attack. Nidorino! Take Down! Ray called out. Nidorino charged
at Marowak. Marowak Bone Marang Now! Flint commanded. Marowak Hurled its bone at Nidorino but it
knocked it back at Marowak. When Marowak caught the bone Flint commanded a hard-hitting move.
Marowak, False Swipe! Flint yelled. Marowak came at Nidorino and struck right when Nidorino hit it with
take down. Now the pokemon just stood there...waiting for the other to make a move...waitng to see who
would fall, then... Marowak fell against the floor knocked out by take down. Ray had sucsessfully beat
Flint and his pokemon.

Well you did it...Ha Ha! Said Flint, You earned yourself a boulderbadge, here ya' go. Flint handed Ray
his badge. All Right! Ray shouted out of excitement. I got a boulder badge! Rino! Rino! Nidorino Said.
Well I guess your headed to cerulean city. Flint said, If that's where my next badge is. said Ray. Come
on Jake! Let's Go Nidoran! What about me? Roxy angrily said. Your goin' too Roxy? Asked Flint. Yeah,
Me and my pokemon aren't going to get any stronger sitting around here. Roxy said. So let's get going!
O.K.! Ray said Next stop, Cerulean City!



5 - Journey through Mt. Moon

Journey through Mt. Moon

After defeating Flint at the Pewter city gym Ray, Jake, and Roxy Find themselves on route to Mt. Moon.
So I bet there are alot of rare pokemon in Mt. Moon Ray said, Yeah. Roxy said. There's one that I really
want clefairy. I want a find a zubat. Jake said. Geodude's the pokemon for me. Ray said. It was a short
while before they reached Mt. Moon, It look very dark inside. We might need some flashlights, Jake said.
After obtaining flashlight they went into Mt. Moon. Even with these flashlights it's still pretty dark. Ray
said. What's the matter Ray. Jake said, Afraid of the dark? Ha Ha Ha. Just then, Nidorino snuck up
behind him and roared. AHHHHHHHHHH! Jake shouted. Now who's afraid? Ray said. I think I need new
pants. Jake said looking terified. Just then he tripped over a rock knocking over Ray, Nidorino, and
Roxy. Wow nidorino I always figured your skin rough and spikey, Jake said, yet it's smooth like a baby's
bottom. That ain't a baby's bottom. Roxy said, and I suggest you move you hand before I break it! Don't
blame me! Jake said I tripped over this dumb rock. He said while kicking the rock. The he turned around
and the rock hit him in the head. What the!? Jake said as he shined his light which revealed the rock as
a wild geodude.

All right! Ray said, Elekid go get it! Ray threw his pokeball and in a red flash Elekid came out. Elekid!
Use dizzy punch! Ray called out. Elekid swung its fist and hit geodude. Geodude got up from the ground
and slammed its rocky body into the wall. In a second rocks started falling down on Elekid. It's using rock
throw. Jake said, You might want to think of something. Dizzy Punch! Ray commanded. Elekid swung
again and smacked Geodude very hard. Then geodude got up again but this time geodude started to
wobble and babble. Ha Ha, Jake said Looks like he's waisted. No he's confused. Ray said. Pokeball Go!
Ray threw his pokeball and captured geodude. The pokeball started to shake a bit but it stopped. I
caught Geodude! Ray said. That's my third pokemon! You know most trainers have six pokemon by
now. Jake said, Ray just stared angrily. Further down the cave Nidorino heard clinging sounds coming
from deeper inside the cave. Rino! Rino! Nidorino cried out. What's the matter Nidorino? Ray asked.
Nidorino ran towards the clinging. Ray, Jake and Roxy followed wondering what was wrong. Nidorino
came to a complete stop and Ray Jake and Roxy caught up and look. A strange man in a white coat
was mining for something. Uhh....Looking for something? Ray asked. Yes, The Man said, I am looking
for a moon stone, a rare item used for pokemon evolutions, then the man noticed Nidorino standing by
Ray. Like that Nidorino you have there He said, Use a moon stone on it and it evolves into a Nidoking.
Yeah, Ray said, But I like my Nidorino just the way it is. Lame! Jake coughed. You sure? the man said I
have a pile of moon stones and I'd be happy to give you one. No, Ray said, But I do want to see your
collection of stones.

The man guided them towards his collection of moon stones, By the way I'm Ricky he said. My name's
Ray. Ray said, This is my less intellegent brother Jake, and our friend Roxy. WHAT!? Ricky exclaimed



My stones, they're gone! Don't worry Ricky, Ray said, We'll find them! They searched everywhere for the
missing moon stones, Guys! Jake said, What? Ray asked. We should turn around. Jake said, Why? Ray
asked, Because that! They looked up, and a colony of zubat hung above them. Don't make a sound,
Ricky whispered. A zubat's ears are super sensitive. Ray started gasping he was about to sneeze. Jake
quickly held his finger under Ray's nose to stop him. HA! Jake yelled. I stopped you from making a
noise!!! The colony started moving, they were awake. I hate you Jake. Ray said. Zubat started to
swarmed them. Nidorino! Ray called, Fight off the Zubat! Nidorino started to attack the zubat, but they
were too many. Spearow Go! Jake called Spearow emerged from its pokeball. Now Razor Wind!
Spearow's attack knock out a few of the zubat, then, a black zubat charged at Jake, Pokeball Go!! Jake
said as he threw the pokeball. the pokeball hit the zubat and captured it. All right! Jake said, More zubat
started to come. One zubat flew toward Roxy about to attack, a pokemon jumped in front of Roxy and
started to wave its fingers in a blue light, the zubat started to attack each other. Confuse Ray? Roxy
said, but... the pokemon turned around and exclaimed, Clefairy!! A clefairy! Roxy exclaimed. Roxy
picked it up and said, Your my new pokemon! Clefairy happily agreed. Oh come on!! Jake said, We had
to battle to get our pokemon but clefairy just jumps into Roxy's arms. Then they noticed clefairy holding a
large bag filled to the top with moon stones. You stole the moon stones!? Ray said. Clefairy started to
speak to them but they couldn't understand it. What? Jake said, Nidorino understood and was trying to
tell Ray it tugged on Ray's shirt in the direction of ricky and started to growl. Nidorino thinks that Ricky
was stole the moon stones, from the clefairy!!

Ha! Ha! Ricky laughed, You really believe something you can't understand. Yes Ray said, And while we
were entering cave I noticed a team rocket car in the bushes. Well looks like you found me out. Ricky
said, he took off his mask and his costume, to reveal a team rocket uniform. My real name is Team
Rocket Agent Spector! Looks like I'll have to take you out. I did not see that comin' Jake said.

Go! My pokemon Destroy them!! Ricky called out as he threw 4 pokeballs. Out 1st pokeball a Grimer
came ready to battle. The second pokeball contained a Gastly. Third was a Ekans. Last and strongest
was a Koffing. Nidorino ready? Ray asked, Nidorino's growl proved it was ready for combat. Good! Ray
said, Go Geodude! Geodude came out with a large cry. Go Zubat! Jake Yelled, In a shining light Jake's
black zubat appeared. Clefairy Go! Roxy called out, and clefairy ran out to the battle feild. Grimer!
Sludge Bomb! Spector commanded, Grimer started spitting out toxic sludge. Geodude! Ray called,
Dodge and use Mega Punch! Geodude swerved around the sludge drew back and punched grimer as
hard as it could, but grimer's gooey body absorbed the hit. Zubat! Aerial Ace! Jake Said. Zubat's wings
started glowing as it flew towards gastly. The blow hit gastly hard but it quickly recovered. Night Shade!!
Spector Yelled. From gastly's eyes a black flash hit zubat, Zubat! Jake called out. Supersonic! Zubat
opened its mouth and let out a huge sound waves. Gastly's eye glowed red for a moment then it started
flying in circles. Clefairy! Metronome! Roxy commanded. Clefairy started waving its fingers, then they
started glowing blue, then clefairy let out a gust of wind that blew ekans backwards. Geodude!
Magnitude! Ray called, Geodude punched the ground with a mighty blow and a light erupted from the
gound and hit Grimer. The blow knocked grimer into the air and onto Spector's other pokemon. Koffing
haze! Spector said. Koffing blew out a thick brown smoke. You may have lucky this time Spector said,
But next time watch out! That guy's a loser! Jake said

The smoke cleared and the fight was over. Clefairy took the moonstones back to the other clefairy and
said its good byes. We're almost out of the caves! Ray said, Let's hurry up I'm sick of this place! Yeah,
me too. Roxy said. Ray Roxy and Jake along with their new pokemon headed for the exit, and to Ray's
next gym battle.





6 - The Fighting Waterflowers

The fighting water flowers

Ray Jake and Roxy made it out of the cave and to cerulean city. Finally we're! Ray said. Let's go to the
pokemon center and head to the gym. Wait a minute! Jake said, I just happen to be hungry let's go to
the pokemon center and the find a good resturaunt. Gym! Ray said. Resturaunt! Jake said. I have an
idea Roxy said, we'll flip a coin, if heads we'll go to the gym, tails we'll go eat. Roxy flipped the coin and it
came up tails. All right! let's go Jake said. Ray picked up the coin. Hey you cheated! Ray yelled. this coin
has tails on both sides! They walked to the pokemon center, while Their pokemon were healing, Ray,
Jake and Roxy went to find something to eat. They arrived at a resturaunt and while there they heard
two trainers talking about the gyn leader of cerulean city.

She's really tough. one trainer said. I know my voltorb didn't stand a chance and it had the type
advantage. The other guy said. Who's the gym leader here? Ray asked. There are 3. One guy said,
Violet, she elusive attacks, Lily, she prefers to use direct attacks. Daisy Pokemon is super fast Well I'm
heading there right now and I'm going to beat them! Ray said, Good luckThe other trainer said, You'll
need it. Ray picked up his pokemon at the pokemon center and went straight to cerulean gym, There 3
girls stood waiting. Are you guys the gym leaders I heard so much about? Ray asked. We sure are!
They said, We're the Waterflowers of cerulean city! Yeah, well I'm Ray or you can just call me the
winner! Ray said. They walked over to the battlefeild which looked like a giant swimming pool. I'm Violet.
One of the sisters said, It's gonna be a three on three match, me and my sisters will each use just one
pokemon while you can choose any three you have. Ready, Violet said, Always! Ray said, Go Elekid!
Ray threw his pokeball and elekid popped out ready to fight. Go! Seaking! Violet said, She threw the
pokeball into the water and seaking emerged from the depths.

Seaking! Take Down! Violet said. Seaking dived underwater taking aim at elekid. Where'd it go!? Ray
said, We can't attack what we can't see! Go! Violet said, and with that seaking jumped out of the water
right behind elekid. Dodge! Ray said, elekid jumped to the side barely avoiding seaking's attack. Again!
Violet called out. Seaking Jumped out again this time at elekid's left. Thunder Punch! Elekid drew back
and hit seaking with its shocking blow, seaking recoverd quickly. Seaking use Water Pulse! Violet said.
Seaking shot a blast of water at elekid. What do I do now? Ray thought to himself, I got it! Elekid! Ray
called out, Use Thunder Bolt! Elekid shot out a stream of electircity that flowed through Seaking's water
pulse attack and hit seaking head on. Seaking made one more bellow and fainted. All Right!! Ray said,
Time to switch Violet said, Violet left and Daisy came in ready for a fight. Go! Chinchou! Daisy said as
she through the pokeball and chinchou came onto the feild. Return elekid. Ray said, Go Nidorino!
Nidorino ran out to the battlefeild. Chinchou! Daisy called out. Spark! Chinchou's Antennas glowed a



bright yellow right before they shot off a stream of electricity. Dodge! Ray said, Nidorino moved out of
the way of chinchou's spark. Now use poison sting! Nidoino fired a jet stream of poisonous quills at
chinchou. Dive! Daisy said, Chinchou hid underwater away from the poison sting. Splash! Daisy called
out. Chinchou started to splash water on nidorino. Poison Sting! Ray yelled, Nidorino fired its poison
sting at cinchou and it was a hit. Now! Daisy called. Thunder! Chinchou started charging up for its best
move. Move out of the way Ray Yelled. When chinchou shot off its thunder attack Nidorino dived into the
water, Right where I want you! Daisy said, Confuse Ray! Chichou stuck its antennas into the water and
used confuse ray. Nidorino Dodge! Ray commanded Nidorino tried to jump out of the water before the
ray hit it but it was too late, Nidorino became confused. Finish this with thunder! Daisy said. Chinchou let
out a huge burst of electricity toward Ray's confused pokemon. Ray could only watch as Nidorino was
zapped by thunder, nidorino hit the ground knocked out. That's it Daisy said as she left the battlefeild
and Lily stepped in Go! Seadra! Seadra erupted on to the battlefeild

Nidorino return! Ray said Go! Geodude! Geodude came looking terrified because of its aversity to water.
This will be cake. Lily said. Seadra! Body Slam! Seadra Jumped out of the water and slammed geodude.
Geodude grab it! Ray commanded. Geodude grabbed seadra so it couldn't get away

Seadra! Water Gun! Lily called out. Seadra hit geodude with a powerful water gun. Duuuuude! Geodude
cried out as it was being hit with the one thing it hates the most. Hang in there geodude! Ray yelled.
What's he doing? Jake said over in the stands. Rock pokemon like geodude hate electric attacks. I see
what he's doing Roxy said. Now! Ray called out. USE RAGE!!! Geodude started to growl then its gray
rocky body started to glow red then its attack power grew exponentionally. Now use slam! Ray said, The
enraged geodude picked up seadra and flung it into the air. Geodude jumped up and grabbed seadra in
mid-air and started heading for the watery battlefield. The second geodude slammed seadra into the
water it started to move apart, then geodude slammed seadra into the bottom of the pool, then it jumped
back up before it was covered in water.

Just then seadra rose from the water belly up. All Right, I won! Ray said. Good job Ray. Lily said, You
really showed some intellengence using seadra's attack to power up your geodude's attack. So here's
your cascade badge. That's badge number number two Ray said. The next gym's in vermillion city, Roxy
said, Yeah let's get going. Jake said. But first, how about writing down your number Lily. Uhhh....Lily
said. Well bye!

with his new badge Ray Jake and Roxy head for their next adventure in vermillion city.
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